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 Executive Summary
 Purpose
 What is Minesweeper?
 System Analysis
 System Design
 UML Class Diagrams
 System Testing
 Cost Management
 Risk Analysis
 Conclusion
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 Write a program that will interact with the free 
Windows game Minesweeper
◦ Take control of user’s cursor 
◦ Take control of user’s clicking actions

 Read data directly from Minesweeper window

 Integrate code containing the logic to automatically 
play through and beat a game of Minesweeper

 Write game log and user statistics files 
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 Create a tool that is helpful and fun to all users
◦ Provide unique options not found in Minesweeper
◦ Engaging to both inexperienced and experienced players

 Broaden my programming experience
◦ Interacting with an opened application
◦ Integrating another’s code into my program
◦ Artificial intelligence

 Gain more experience using object oriented 
programming
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 Interfaces with Windows 7 version of Minesweeper
◦ Playable entirely through program

 Reads and interprets game data based on tile colors
◦ 16 different game colors in total
◦ Different red, green, and blue combinations

 Stores game data in a 2-dimensional array
◦ 9 x 9 tile grid, 16 x 16 grid, or 16 x 30 tile grid

 Graphically displays game board

 Automatically changes game options
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 Creates Game Log output file
◦ Start date/start time
◦ Each move made
◦ Won or lost
◦ Difficulty level
◦ Final game board

 Creates Statistics output file
◦ Games played
◦ Games won
◦ Games lost
◦ Win percentage
◦ Longest winning/losing streaks
◦ Average guesses per game
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In computers, each color is assigned an intensity level from 0 to 255
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 Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 IDE

 C++ Programming language

 Microsoft Visio 2010
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 Window Handler (HWND) Object allows:
◦ Data retrieval from window
◦ Manipulation of window’s size, position, or appearance 

 Window Size Detection
◦ Size of window changes as difficulty level changes
◦ Boundaries of game must be known
◦ Retrieve dimensions with GetWindowRect() function 
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Difficulty 
Level

Window 
Width

Beginner 223 pixels
Intermediate 349 pixels
Advanced 601 pixels

 Resizing Game Window
◦ Program only works when window size is smallest
◦ ShowWindow() function restores window to its original size 

and position
◦ SetWindowPos() function shrinks window

 Changing Game Options
◦ When problems are encountered, options are changed 
◦ Uses function keys (F5, F7) and hot keys to navigate menus
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 Simulating Key Presses
◦ keybd_event() function

 Simulating Mouse Movement
◦ SetCursorPos() function
◦ Given x and y pixel coordinates

 Simulating Mouse Clicks
◦ SendInput() function
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 Color Detection
◦ First, find location of game grid
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Game Grid
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 Color Detection (continued)
◦ Read one pixel from each tile using GetPixel() function

◦ Retrieve red, green, and blue values from COLORREF object
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 Color Interpretation
◦ Interpret red, green, and blue intensity values

◦ 16 different tile types in total

◦ All 16 contain different range of color values
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Darkest and 
Lightest Values

Intermediate 
Values
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 Different versions of Minesweeper
◦ Three known versions of Minesweeper
◦ Each displays colors differently

 Different versions of my program
◦ Two versions of the Minesweeper Interaction Program
◦ Two sets of color interpretation rules
◦ Often detects if wrong version is being used
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Each tile's coordinate can be referred to by a function 
of its row number and column number.

Column #
(1,1) (1,15)(1,13)(1,11)

R
o
w 
#

(6,15)

(1,3) (1,5) (1,7) (1,9)

(3,2)
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 All threshold requirements met
 Five of seven objective requirements met
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 Total cost for materials for this project was $0

 Estimated labor hours: 90 hours
 Actual labor hours: 140 hours
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 Project was completed on schedule
 Project requirements all met

 Lessons Learned
◦ Programming techniques I’ve learned in school can be 

applied to virtually any program
◦ Gained experience modifying and interpreting another 

person’s code
◦ Programming computers to think like humans is remarkably 

difficult
◦ Projects are unpredictable, a little bit of planning can go a 

long way
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